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In this paper it is shown that if X is a compactum in the icteriar 0.t a PL manifold M and if 
tt is a neighborhood of X in M, then there is a compacturn X6 in Ir such that X and X’ have 
the same relative shape in U and the embedding dimension of X’ eqmls the fundamentai 
dimension of X Whenever the dimension of M is not equaf to thtce, the rektive shape quivalence 
from X’ to X can be realkd by ait infinite isotopjr of M. 
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Suppose X is a coinpac2um embedded in t’ne interior of a piecewise linear (PL) 
n-manifold A#“* In [S] and [9] a condition on the embedding ofX into M” (called 
the inessential loops condition [8]) was studied. It was Shown that for conrpacta X 
which satisfy tiris condition ;herc is a strong connection between the shape of X 
and the geometry of neighborhocido of X in Mn. The question naturally arises 
whether it is reasonable to elqFect an embedding to satisfy the inessential !OOPF 
condition. In tEtis note !W EESG; that question b;: showing that, in the shape 
category, CVW~ embedding uf a compacturn can be approximated byone for which 
dimel:siorr is equal to t”ne furidamentai dimension (definitions below). 
f the fundamental dimensioti of X is less than or equal to (n -3), 
tfx3”r Y- z CHIT ke approxknated in the shape category by compacta which satisfy the 
aps +xnditn,on \ eneral position). 
m ia the interior of the PL n-manifold II&‘. Then 
there exists a compacturn Xl c b’such that 
GM &z same relative shape in W. 
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The following conxquetxe of the approximation theorem was pointed out to 
the author by Steve Ferry. The result was previously known to R. Gcoghegan and 
d. Hol1ing~wortI-. The analogous tatement in codimcnsion 4x-i% is not true [3]. 
If X is a compact metric epx~ (=compaCtum), then the fundamental dimmsiort 
of iY is defined by Fd(X) = mm{dim Y 1 Y is a compacturn with Sh(X) G Sh(Y)). 
The reader is referred to [Z, pp, 267 and 268] for the definitia.n of relative shape. 
The idea is that two subsets X and X’ of U have the SIUW relative shape in U it: 
there are fundanlental sequenws from X to X’ and from X8 to X which map U 
to U which are mutual inverses and ire homotopic to the in&Sons in U. The 
relative shape depends not only on X and X’, but also on U and the embedding 
of X and X’ in U. See [I] for ali other defmitlans related to shape theory. 
Here the superscript (k - 1) cknotcs the (k - l)-dimensiocral skeletrm. The mapIs {I 
cw be adjusted slightly SO that each I& is a poiyhdfzsoa. Let U; ==; L&k and define 
&I U:+I + L by @j(x) =f i.~+(~_&, 1) for each i HA 
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